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Businesses
anticipating
profit boost
scheduled two additional waitresses and cooks to handle the
anticipated crowds.
Baum said, if all goes well,
Sundance should increase their
typical Wednesday profits by as
much as $1,500. But despite the
expected crowds, Baum said it
will not make a significant difference for area businesses.
"In the big scheme of things, it
doesn't affect profits that much
— but with 15,000 more people in
town for the speech, it will definitely be a shot in the arm for
the day," Baum said.
Tom Votava, captain of the
Bowling Green Police Department, said he will be more concerned with handling the crowds
at the speech than with the
crowds at the restaurants.
In order to handle the multitude of duties, Votava said the
city will be employing officers
from police forces outside the
city.
"The entire project will include, give or take, 90 officers
from Wood County and Hancock
County, as well as officers from
neighboring towns."
He said every duty of the local
□ See City, page 4.

by Scott R. Whitehead
city reporter

Chow Time

BG News/Susan Schulz

Joseph Russell (left), junior journalism major, Charles Eberle. sophomore business major, and Steven Shade, junior sports management
major, quickly eat burgers during a burger eating contest sponsored

by CIAO. WRQN/93Q and Frischs. The group representing the Zeta
Beta Tau team broke the former record of 13 burgers by eating 15 of
them.

The Republicans are hoping
the president's visit to Bowling
Green today will result in a GOP
victory in November. The concerns for more neutral parties,
however, are far more immediate.
Restaurants in the area view
the presidential visit as a chance
to increase profits, according to
John Daugherty, general manager of the Soft Rock Cafe on
Main Street.
"I expect a whole lot more
business than usual today, both
before and after dinner — and
especially at happy hours,"
Daugherty said.
He added that he expects
receipts at the cash register to
be up as much as 35 percent and
said he would be disappointed if
business was slow.
"If we don't make the extra
money, I just may send the Republican party a bill for the
extra people I have working today," he said.
Bill Baum, manager of Sundance Restaurant, said he

Classes go on as usual Reagan, GUPA conflict
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

University sessions continue despite visit
by Angle Blandina
staff reporter

No official plans have been made to cancel University classes today in light of President Reagan's visit to the Wood County Courthouse, according to a University administrator.
Eloise Clark, vice president of academic affairs,
said use of class time is left to the discretion of individual professors and no special policies have
been issued concerning the president s visit.
Donald Sternitzke, economics professor, said he
is not canceling classes for the visit.
"It is not a university event, so I see no reason
for me to cancel class," Sternitzke said.
Dennis Anderson, associate professor of political

science, said that although he will hold class, he
will not mind if anyone cuts class to see Reagan.
"If anyone wants to go early and get a good seat
— go right ahead. It may be the last chance to see
the 40th president," Anderson said.
According to Bowling Green Schools superintendent Richard Cummings, today will be a routine
day as usual in the city schools.
He said the high school marching band will perform for thepresident and students in the band will
be excused for the day, but other students are expected to attend classes.
"We will also allow parents who want to take
their students to see Reagan to excuse them from
school. It will count as a regular excused absence," Cummings said.

Celeste demands
factory shutdown
CINCINNATI (AP) - Gov.
Richard Celeste demanded
Tuesday that President Reagan
shut down a federally-owned
uranium processing plant until
the government takes steps to
halt The plant's radioactive pollution.
Celeste, a Democrat, said U.S.
Department of Energy officials
admitted Friday at a Washington congressional committee
hearing that federal officials
had known of dangerous environmental problems at the plant
since it was established in 1951.
The governor said he was
sending a letter to the Republican president demanding closure of the plant, which processes uranium for the government's production of nuclear
weapons elsewhere.
"This admission of deceit and
mismanagement confirms and
emphasizes what we have
known in Ohio for a long time —
this facility is an environmental

disaster threatening the health
and safety of thousands of
Ohioans," Celeste wrote in his
letter.
Celeste's letter demanded that
the Energy Department, which
owns the plant 18 miles northwest of Cincinnati, provide for
an independent evaluation of
plant employees and area residents to determine how the plant
affects their health.
The governor also said the department should treat and stabilize radioactive thorium to reduce the threat of fire that could
spew the material into the atmosphere and begin a final
cleanup of radioactive waste
stored in two deteriorating concrete silos.
He also wants the department
to start identifying the contents
of 200,000 containers of waste
that has accumulated at the site
to determine their contents and
whether or not they are a danger
to the surrounding area.

Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport, today's forecast calls
for variable cloudiness with a 40 percent
chance of showers.
The low will be in the
mld-40s Tonight will
be clearing and cool
with the low In the 30s.
Thursday's weather
outlook will be sunny
with the high between 45 and 50 degrees.

A timing conflict between
President Reagan's visit to the
city today and the visit of 1,200
high school students to the University could
create problems if the
students want
to get involved.
According to
Linda Glomski, director of
the Great
Lakes Inters- Glomiki
cho1astic
Press Association, the 36-yearold program annually brings

This year, the annual workshop will be coupled with the
president's visit, possibly creating problems if the students decide to travel off-campus, Glomskisaid.

"By leaving campus, the
school may not be permitted to
come back to Bowline Green
(for the programi,' she said.
"I'm concerned they (the stuShe said she admits there are dents) could be left in Bowling
good reasons for high school Green — although they are exstudents to be interested in the pected to stay on-campus."
Glomski said she does have
president's speech, but said
there is concern about students some tickets for the speech to
walking around an unfamiliar prevent students from going
downtown on their own, but the
town.
individual high schools will be
"I hope no students skip distributing the tickets, she said.
out...not because I don't agree
C See Students, page 4.
with the reasons but it could be

Game shuttle bus
running Saturday

FOWLING

Wooster to South College
Drive.

by Julie Wallace
news editor

A shuttle bus service will
operate Saturday to transport
students to and from the football game versus Youngstown State University in
honor of the first Student Appreciation Day.
According to Brad Browning, athletic department director of marketing and promotions, the bus will begin
circling the studentpopulated blocks of the city
and across campus at noon
and continue dropping off
students at the Ice Arena until game time.
He said the bus will make
return trips following the
game, with the first starting
at 4 p.m.
The route will begin at the
Ice Arena, travel south on
Mercer Road, turn west onto
Wooster Street and follow

After turning south onto
South College Drive, the route
will continue to pick up students waiting along South
College Drive. The bus will
then turn west onto Napoleon
Road, following it through to
Manville Avenue where it will
make a northbound turn and
continue following Manville
until it reaches Frazee
Avenue.
The route will continue its
circular route by turning east
on Frazee and then south on
North College Drive, following the road until it reaches
Ridge Street. At Ridge Street,
the bus will cross the University campus by turning eastbound toward McDonald
Quadrangle and following it
back to Mercer Road where
students will be dropped off in
the Ice Arena parking lot.

troublesome for the high
school," Glomski said, adding
that GUPA students leaving
campus could create problems
within the high school.

high school students to the University to teach them about
techniques of journalism.
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News in Brief
Tickets still available
for courthouse speech
Tickets were still available for today's appearance by President Reagan at the Wood County
Courthouse as of Tuesday afternoon.
The Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce. 163
N. Main St.. reported having "quite a few" tickets
left. The office will open at 8 a.m. and will probably close whenever crowds start to gather downtown.

U.S. Congressman Delbert Latta's local office.
280 S. Main St., also reported having a supply of
tickets Tuesday night. The office will be open until
11 a.m. today for people needing last-minute tickets.

Georgia accident spills
bees onto highway
MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) — A tractor-trailer car-1
200 beehives ran off a busy highway and
1 over, releasing up to 250.000 honeybees into
our traffic, authorities said.

A third location for obtaining tickets — which
are free — is the Wood County Republican Party
headquarters, 1045 N. Main St. The office had
more than 100 tickets left Tuesday night and exThe spill snarled traffic Monday afternoon as
pects to have some available this morning.
drivers nearing the intersection of Interstates 75
Campus Republicans were passing tickets out and 285 northwest of Atlanta were warned in radio
i Tuesday in the Union Oval.
newscasts to roll up windows to avoid being stung.
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Groups ought to be
praised for efforts
in alcohol awareness
Atrip to Howard's on a Friday night...Motown
night at Uptown... A six-keg blast on East
Merry Avenue....these are a few of the favorite pastimes of University students.
Drinking is a popular activity at the University
and on college campuses everywhere.
Yet, something seems to be changing.
More and more students are beginning to take responsibility for their actions while under the influence of alcohol — the most prevalent drug on
campus.
As the University enters the third day of Alcohol
Awareness Week, student groups and individuals
are rallying to support a common cause.
Yesterday, the Student Health Center presented
a health fair and campus police conducted a presentation on "Drunk Driving and the Law."
The Student Health Center is sponsoring guest
speakers throughout the week, the Student Recreation Center is holding a "Celebrity" Life Cycles
event Thursday, the University Activities Organization is showing "The Lost weekend" Thursday
night and various residence halls are sponsoring
events to promote an understanding of the effects of
alcohol.
In addition, the Undergraduate Student Government is recruiting members for the "I'm Driving
Club," which asks bar owners to offer free soft
drinks to patrons who agree to stay sober and drive
their friends home. WBGU-FM is holding a trivia
contest and Greek Life is promoting a mocktail — a
non-alcoholic drink contest. These and other events
are continued throughout the week.
The need for such programs at the University is
unquestionable.
This was evident March 9,1985, when two members of the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity were killed and
a third injured while traveling to Florida for spring
break, being hit on the way by a drunk driver.
Police found 12 empty beer cans in the back seat
of the driver's car and his blood alcohol content was
0.23 percent — twice the level considered safe by
authorities.
Although the students killed were not drinking,
many students here do and the driver of the car that
killed them could easily have been another University student.
In the past, Residence Life officials, campus and
city police have all said the majority of student infractions were alcohol-related.
Still, many students will make fun of alcohol
awareness. Some will say they are clearly aware of
how much fun it is getting drunk.
Others will claim they never drink and drive because they would not want to hit a pothole and spill
their drinks.
But — deep down — any rational student should
be able to see the importance of self-control when it
comes to alcohol consumption.
This may not be the "cool" thing to think — but it
is the truth.
The work of the many groups supporting Alcohol
Awareness Week is commendable and even if students don't attend the events or visit the University's non-alcoholic night clubs, they still should take
a few moments this week to think before they drink.
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The 'negative' President's last stand
Reagan's visit to Bowling cause we know from experience
Green is expected to yield two that in Bowling Green, at BGSU
results for Reagan and the Re- and in Wood County, there are a
publicans: (1) to shore up sup- lot of religious people who have
port for state and local Republi- so little faith in their religion
can candidates, and (2) allow that they believe — correctly —
Reagan to take his last stand in that the only way such drivel
solidly Republican territory that they dispense can be articuwhere he can have a mindless lated to the larger population is
claque of Republicans applaud through the use of governmental
his rhetoric of accomplish- institutions or meaningless sloments, while ignoring his dismal gans etched on coins we must all
failures of almost eight years. carry. The insipid duo colLocal Democrats fear his visit umnists for the BG News,
will add three to five percentage Schreffler and Edwards, present
eoints to the vote of local Repu- us with an example of such politlican candidates. I doubt that ical-religious tripe each week.
such tangible results will flow to And the intellectual and moral
Republican candidates from the tedium levels of this duo are on
visit, but we will have to wait un- the same wavelength as Reatil after Nov. 8 to test this hy- gan's pronouncements.
pothesis.
Reagan's successes of the past
Reagan is likely to achieve his eight years have been in getting
second goal of promoting his the citizens to believe that if we
programs as beneficial to Bowl- pray, pledge and prostrate ouring Green and the U.S. while in selves to a mythical god and use
Bowling Green. This is, after all, the State to oppress people at
middle America where there are home and abroad, we can prosmany who believe that if you per forever, even when providremoved "In God We Trust" ing a free lunch to the affluent.
from coins that God would send With the rich and affluent firmly
another stock market crash locked onto the tit of big-spendupon the U.S., where many be- ing Uncle Sugar nourished by
lieve that the Pledge of Alle- Reagan, there is no money to go
giance should be recited five around for Pell Grants to help
times a day, and that the ACLU needy students, funds to help reis waiting in the wings to carry build the cities, to pay for health
out a coup d'etat. Prayer- care for the elderly and sick,
in-school rhetoric is likely to and no money to house the
play big in Bowling Green be- homeless.

Hence, Reagan will pretend
these people do not exist or that
they are where they are because
they are not military contractors, crooks or liars who can enter the open doors of the Reagan
Administration to gorge themselves and their clients at the
trough of Reagan's America. A
crook and perjurer such as Michael Deaver or the crook and
liar Oliver North can be
portrayed as victims of the
system, while homeless and jobless Americans are blamed for
their own plight. We will not
hear much about the real problems of real Americans, and we
will not be offered potential solutions for dealing with the problems, but trivial and mythical
answers to profound questions
that were not asked by Reagan
and his Reaganites. With Reagan leaving office, it is now time
to begin asking the real questions of how we feed the hungry,
house the homeless, educate the
young and heal the sick. While
Reagan has diverted our attention from these questions, he has
made asking questions imperative, and while his administration has been a moral, intellectual and social disaster, he has
ensured us that the next President must deal with the problems he left behind. And the narrow choices we have been presented with by Reagan have
caused politicians to delay the

Tuition conference
will offer answers
I first came to this University
as a freshman in 1983.1 have no
idea what tuition was at the time
because my parents paid for it.
My only responsibility was to
get good grades. Those were the
good old days. My parents took
full responsibility for my college
education.
I left the University for two
years beginning in January of
1985. When I returned in January 1987, the entire financial
burden was mine. Neither of my
parents are in the position to
help with my education, which is
fine. The decision to return was
entirely my own.
However, I soon learned that
the desire to continue mv education was not enough to keep me
in school. The largest obstacle
between me and my degree has
been money. In the three semesters I have been back to school. I
have accrued a debt that will
take me at least seven to 10
years to pay back. Papers, tests
and my GPA have become secondary concerns for me. My
Erimary concerns are finding
ansportation to and from my
off-campus Job; paying my rent
and bills; paying for books and
tuition. All the while I think to
myself, "coming back was
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Yuppi's, Soft Rock Cafe, and
Brathaus who offer free soft
drinks to students who are
members and are driving their
friends to the bars. There is no
obligation, financial or otherwise, and by signing a membership card you may be in the position to save the life of a friend
who is not capable of driving
home on his/her own.
Drinking and driving can and
has killed friendships; don't let
it kill yours. Please, don't let
friends drive drunk. Sign up for
the "I'm Driving Club" and
start making responsible decisions aboufdrinklng and driv-

worth this. You're doing the
right thing."
This is basically my reason for
being interested in the tuition
conference sponsored by the
Progressive Student Organization during the weekend of Oct.
22.1 know that I am not the only
student in this predicament, and
I urge those of you who are to
join us. If your parents pay for
your tuition, do it for them. If
you are graduating soon, do it
for your younger brothers and
sisters who may come after you,
or even for those you don't know
who may come after you.

diversity. When any one group is
singled out like this, it leaves us
all vulnerable to the destructive
Kwer of bigotry and racial haul
These kinds of lies about
events in history are created
and propagated by people who
are ill-informed. I urge everyone to educate themselves about
such pivotal events as the Holocaust to ensure that such monumental evil does not reoccur.

Whatever your reason may be
concerning the tuition increase
or any tuition issue, please join
us Oct. 22 to discuss it.

Sign-up for the
Tm Driving Club'

Melissa Dunn
*%

This week, in accordance with
"Alcohol Awareness Week '88:
Know the Issues," the Undergraduate Student Government is
holding its annual "I'm Driving
Club" membership drive in the
Union Foyer from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
The "I'm Driving Club" is a
national effort being made by
campuses and communities to
encourage people to make responsible decisions concerning
drinking and driving. The program Joins local bar owners
such as Mark's, Sundance, Uptown/Downtown, Howards,

The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political Issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student to
write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any and
all guest columnists.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for verification,
must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. These should also
be typewritten and double-spaced. University students writing columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.
The News reserves the right to
reject any material that Is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Editorial Editor
The BG News
«• West Hall

Velma Valentine
OCMB5898

BGSU is no place
for hate literature
I want to express my outrage
at the recent distribution on
campus of hate literature denying the Holocaust and making
outrageous claims about alleged
Jewish abuses of the American
Klitical system. Such literature
s no place on a University
campus devoted to the investigation of truth and respect
for ethnic, religious and cultural

Bruce Kottler
Psychology department

by Berke Breathed
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Editorial Office
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Bowang Green Stale University
lowing Green. Ohio 434030278
800am to 6 00 p m
Monday through Friday

Taxes on the rich must be
levied with severity and speed,
Star Wars abandoned as a
worthless system whose only
benefits have been to the military contractors and the industrial complex, the military
budget reduced by one-third by
1990, and to 50 percent of its present level within four years.
Rather than pro-flight consumer
spending that Reagan has promoted and supported, economists now tell us that the future
emphasis must be on consumer
thrift and savings. The years we
have had under Reagan, while
terrible for us as a people and a
nation, have generated a political and economic dynamic that
must eventually lead us in a new
direction: toward less intervention in other nations' affairs,
more social services and health
care for our own population. In
the long run, Reagan and the
Reaganites will have the almost
exact opposite effect that Reagan has had in the last eight
years, and there will be little
choice in the matter for any of
us. In Bowling Green, we can be
thankful for another thing: we
will not have to be bothered by
the old zombie again.
Stephensis an associate professor in political science.
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moment of truth, but that moment is now upon us with Reagan's departure.

_aCC

USG Deputy Student Welfare
Coordinator
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Campus groups readying for visit
Republicans active in preparations
by Christian Thompson
staff reporter
One campus organization has
been busy preparing for the
president's visit to the Wood
County Courthouse today.
Dan Caudill. president of the
College Republicans, said the
group "has been involved with
many aspects of the visit, including sign-making, presidential motorcade-driving and
courthouse security."
He said group members are
working directly with the White

House through Bob Johnson, a
member of the White House advance team.
"They moved into three hotel
rooms last week — transforming
them into a telecommunications
center, complete with VCRs,
telephones and photocopy
machines," Caudill said.
The College Republicans are
also in charge of the media
covering the speech. He said
members will escort reporters
to their proper places beside the
Wood County Court house
"We were told to watch the
press because they tend to wan-

der around and not stay in their
proper area," Caudill said.
He said the organization
members wrote letters to the
Bush/Quayle committee and
requested a representative to
speak at the University. Caudill
said he believes Reagan's visit
to the city is because Ohio is a
crucial state to the presidential
election.
"Reagan's 1984 visit was a big
success. It showed the high Republican membership in the
area," Caudill said.

President's stop upsets Democrats
by Angle Blandina
staff reporter

Campus Democrats will have
to "grin and bear" today's visit
by President Reagan to the
wood County Courthouse.
According to Jim Vanzant,
president of the Campus Democrats, "We aren't happy about
it, but there's not much we can
do."
Vanzant said the University
has proved itself to be a "pretty
conservative campus" given the
turnout for Reagan's visit in

1964, so he said he is expecting
presidential nominee and current Vice President George
Bush to draw a lot of positive
publicity from the event.
"He'll look good on television
news," Vanzant said.
Vanzant said he does not believe Reagan's visit is a sign of
trouble for the Republican campaign, but believes it is a
'"saved" trip for the
Bush/Quayle ticket.
"Sending Reagan here is a lot
easier than sending Bush or
Quayle because Reagan can afford to take the time out of his

schedule," he said.
Paul Rothrock, vice-president
of Campus Democrats, said he
thinks Reagan's visit will affect
local candidates more than state
or national level candidates.
"A lot of people already have
their minds made up, so on a
grand scale it won't affect the
presidential race," Rothrock
said. "Chances are that college
students are going to vote
straight-ticket (all Republican
or all Democrat) and local candidates won't be given a
chance."
D See Democrats, page 4.

BGSU to host Toledo leadership event
by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

While most people easily can
be considered followers, those
aspiring to be leaders will get a
taste this week of what constitutes an effective college
president.
The University is sponsoring
a two-day symposium called
"The Effective College President." The event will take
place Thursday and Friday at
the Radisson Hotel in Toledo.
The keynote lecture is being
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education's Fund for

the Improvement of PostSecondary Education (FIPSE), which sponsors and
commissions six lectures a
year throughout the nation.
Martha Tack, University
professor of educational administration and supervision,
will deliver the keynote address with James Fisher,
president emeritus of the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education.
According to Tack, the address will concern the nationwide survey she and Fisher
did over the past two years to
determine what makes an effective college president.

"We contacted 824 people in
our study and had a 75 percent
response rate," Tack said.
"This seems to indicate to me
that there is an interest in
knowing some answers and
more information."
Of the 615 respondents, 15
percent were identified by colleagues and selected experts as
being effective leaders and
presidents, Tack said.
"Overall, only three percent
were nominated by their colleagues or the experts more
than three times," she said. "I
think it shows effectiveness is a
rare quality."
Although University Presi-

dent Paul Olscamp participated in the survey, Tack
would not release any information concerning his effectiveness rating.
Tack said the criteria to
determine the effectiveness of
a college leader is multifaceted. The effective presidents were found to be more
willing to take risks, less worried about popularity, more
distant and less encumbered by
the organizational structure by
(;oing immediately to a probem, she said.
Tack and Fisher also studied
the personal characteristics,
background and the attitude

differences between those
deemed to be most effective,
she said.
The keynote address will be
delivered on Thursday with a
round table discussion afterwards concerning the lecture.
Facilitators of that discussion
will include seven college
leaders who have been delegated as some of the nation's
most effective college administrators.
"All together, they are a representation of the higher education system," Tack said.
"They come from the four sectors: two-year, four-year, private and public colleges." The

seven college presidents also
will be delivering other presentations during the two-day
symposium.
According to Joyce Kepke,
director of conference programs for Continuing Education, approximately 60 people
have signed up to attend the
event. Attendees will include a
chancellor, students, presidents, deans and vice presidents from Maine to Oregon,
Kepke said.
University President Paul
Olscamp will deliver the welcoming and make introductions during the symposium.
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FOR

COUNTY PROSECUTOR
MICHAELLE CROWLEY will be a FULL-TIME
Prosecutor. Michaelle Crowley will end her
private law practice and work FULL-TIME as
Prosecutor.

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER
• Learn Leadership Skills
• Meet New People
• Be A Part of BGSU
Applications Due Oct. 19, 405 Student Services Building
WE CARE

MICHAELLE CROWLEY has served over five
years in Bowling Green Municipal Court
Prosecutor's Office.

.

MICHAELLE CROWLEY has advised elected
and appointed public officials in many complex
civil matters.

Size's Earned Our Support!
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WE CARE

WE CARE
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in cooperation with WBGU

PROUDLY PRESENT

UB40
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd

8 p.m.

CROWLE
FOR COUNTY PROSECUTOR
Paid by Crowley (or Prosecutor Campaign. Tom Vogtberger, Treas.,
133 N. Prospect Street, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402.

ANDERSON ARENA

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
Students $12 - General Public $15
at
The Union Information Desk 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.,
The Shed. Boogie Records,
Abby Road & Find***
For More Information Call the UAO Office - 3rd floor Union - 372- 2343
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School of HPER lands grant
Student seat belt awareness program receives $3,000
by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

As many as 9,000 lives may be
saved by people wearing .seat
belts and a grant given to the University will aim at increasing
student awareness about the
safety factor.
Pete Riesen, project coordinator for the School of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, said the school has
received a $3,000 grant from the
Ohio Safety Belt Network to
educate and encourage everyone to wear the belts.
In a survey taken by Riesen's

health education class, from
1,291 students polled, only 516
admitted to using safety belts on
a regular basis.
The survey also determined
that only 359 of the 943 faculty
members polled wear safety
belts on a regular basis, he said.

makes up the highest risk group
today," he said, adding college
students make up a large percentage.

"We are hoping the project
will help to increase these rates
by 10 to 15 percent. I would be
satisfied with that," he said.
Ron Burk, executive director
for the Ohio Safety Belt Network, said Bowling Green is one
of four universities selected to
receive a grant.
"The 16- to 24-year-old driver

"However, this is the group
which uses safety belts the
least."
At the University, a task force
has been set up to determine an
effective way to utilize the grant
money.
"We hope as the task force
meets, they are able to find a
way to deliver information in
both a serious and fun way,"
Burk said.
" A lot depends on the results
and the cooperation that occurs.

per round trip and encouraged
students to wait at the ends of
the roads to be picked up.
Co-sponsored by the Universi-

ty Athletic Department and the
BG News, Student Appreciation
Day will feature group recognition for 53 campus organizations

Appreciation
n Continued from page 1.
Browning said the entire route
is expected to take 20 minutes

7

IT !!
BE OVER
40 AND
LOVE IT!
Kaplan's LSAT prep
course helps more students
score "over 40" than any
other test prep firm anywhere. Call!

t KAPLAN

ST«NUYM.iAn«NEDuunoNU amain.

Call For Class schedules
and informallon- 538-8701
3450 W. central, suite 322
Toledo

Between now and the end of the
school year, we will be evaluating the different programs to
see," Burk said. "We are looking at these projects very optimistically."
William Bess, director of public safety and member of the
task force, said approximately
50,000 people die In automobile
accidents a year — a number
which could be "greatly" reduced by people wearing safety
belts.
"Statistically, I am convinced
that wearing a safety belt will
reduce injuries and cut down on
highway deaths," Bess said.
and free admission to all students with valid University identification.

Professor begins
honorary series
and the Star Wars defense
plan.

byKathyFox
staff reporter

The first member in a series of distinguished research
professors spoke Tuesday on
behalf of Ids field in Bryan
Redtal Hall in the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Douglas Neckers, chairman of the chemistry department, traced the accomplishments of some wellknown scientists like Albert
Einstein and Peter Gnehm in
his discussion.
The series is designed to
honor individuals who have
received the distinguished
research professor award.
Neckers also discussed the
building of the atomic bomb

In his speech, he questioned
the manipulation of scientists
by the military.
"How can people be used by
the state and use their contributions to the ghastly and
immoral suffering of humans?" Neckers asked. "I
dont have the answers."
Neckers said he has tc perform 100 percent — even
when society does not understand what scientists are going for.
"I have a responsibility to
my fellow men to work to the
best of my ability - (it is the
people's) responsibility to
understand the problems of
society, he said.

Democrat*

StudentsD Continued from page 1.
President Reagan's visit will
not mark the first time the annual workshops have conflicted
with top government official

visits, Glomski said.
Two years ago, Vice President
George Bush's visit to the University was held on the same
day as the GIJPA workshops.

i ] Continued from page 3.

speech "just to see the presi-

Rothrock said he believes
people are either for or against
Reagan, but will attend the

Both Vanzant and Rothrock
are planning to attend the

speech at the Wood County
Courthouse. Vanzant said the
organization will be holding an
"issue-oriented" protest.
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Hair Unlimited Inc.
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. i Continued from page 1.
officers has been carefully coordinated with the Secret Service.
One of the primary concerns
will be maintaining the flow of
traffic, since many usual routes
will be blocked off for the day.
"There are anticipated problems (with traffic), since there
are alternate routes which must
be used, plus the number of

_ will be a problem.
r"e will have officers at various
intersections," Votava said.
For those home owners who
live along the president's route,
temporary fencing has been
erected to protect lawns and
property, Votava said.
Despite the added security
that must be committed to the

FREE SIM AN VISIT
w/ ANY SALON SERVICE
-6 WOLFFBEDS AVAIL-

speech area, he said police will of the economically-blessed
maintain the regular patrol du- businesses.
ties throughout the city.
However, Andy Goodwin, an
In a less security-oriented employee of R.G. Sound and
sense, the area Republicans Communications —which will be
have been just as hard working coordinating the sound for the
as anyone, according to Michele president's speech — said his
Woodward, a White House aide.
company will actually be taking
"The local GOP and college a pay cut by working the event.
GOP really are the key to the
"Because it is the off-season
success of this whole thing," for us, the pay for working here
Woodward said.
will actually be 30 to 50 percent
. She said, economically, the off the local scale," Goodwin
president's visit has already said.
meant more work for area busiIn order to provide the maxinesses. Woodward cited the
sound-projection contractors, mum volume level for the
the phone company, electrical speech, Goodwin said 16
company and Holly Lodge, speakers at 1000 watts each had
where the White House press to be connected to the County
corps has been staying, as a few Court House.
ALL FEATURES PRESENTED IN
4 CHANNEL STEREO SOUND.

DEBRA WINGER

TOMBERENGER

BETRAYED
NIGHTLY AT 7:15 & 9:30 PM

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
"A Gathering Place"

• Live Music
Wed.-Sat.

$9.00
Double Pizza
Two 12 inch on* lt»m Pan
Pizzas
Extra Items 90' $12.80 value
Campus Pollyeyes

$3.50
Any Smoll 10 inch Pan Pizza
witn on* item
Extra lt«ms 70' $5.20 value
Campus Pollyeyas
352-9638
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Southside
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LAUNDROMAT
46 Washers
28 Dryers
Large Capacity Machines
Drop-off Service Available
993 S. Main
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University of East Anglia
Norwich, England
Sponsored by
International Programs
For More Information
Where:411 South Hall, 372-2247
When: Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. on
Oct. 19; Nov. 2,16,30;
Dec. 7; Jan. 11, 18
Applications Accepted Until Jan. 22

352-9099

HOME OPENER
THIS SATURDAY!
FALCONS
vs
OHIO STATE
7:30 FACE-OFF
AT ICE ARENA

ALL-SPORTS PASSES STILL AVAILABLE
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BG soccer loses two captains BG ruggers to
All-American Jon Felton and Kevin McGrath quit team
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

Experience and leadership
were two major reasons the
Bowling Green soccer team was
surrounded with high expectations as they prepared for the
1988 season opener.
Now, as the 15th game of the
season approaches, the Falcons
find themselves without the services of two players that were to
play a crucial role in providing
that expected experience and
leadership.
Senior captains Jon Felton
and Kevin McGrath are absent
from the BG roster as they prepare for a contest Friday at Akron University. The lone captain
remaining on the Falcon squad
is senior back Ron Haines.
Felton, a mainstay of the defense for the last three seasons,
left the team late last week before the Falcons ventured to Ka-

lamazoo, MI and lost 1-0 to
Western Michigan.
McGrath, a stable midfielder
throughout his career at BG,
suffered a considerable decrease in playing time from last
season. He decided to leave the
team after the first nine games.
McGrath said the two captains
did not confront each other
about leaving the team.
"I had no idea he (Felton) was
going to do that," he said. "It
was my decision completely, I
went and quit."
McGrath also said his exit
from the program was because
of other reasons than head coach
Gary Palmisano.
"There were no arguments
between the coach and myself,"
he said. "The way things were
going, I felt I couldn't fulfill my
leadership role."
Felton was unavailable for
comment.
Palmisano denied to comment

jury, bounced back his junior
season to record seven points on
one goal and five assists.

Felton

McGrath

on the situation, but his sentiments in the Bowling Green
Soccer Outlook before the
season began related just how
important Felton was to the
team.
"Jon has taken the responsibility of being a team leader has
raised his level of play," he said.
"His play will be one of the
determining factors in how the
club does this year."
Felton, who missed the last
seven games of his sophomore
season because of an ankle in-

But his scoring was only considered a bonus. Felton anchored a Falcon defense that allowed just 17 goals the entire
1987 season. His performance
earned the 6 foot 3, 175 pound
back from Elyria, NSCAA AllAmerica and All-Mideast honors. He also shared team MVP
honors with senior midfielder
Larry Valbuena in 1987.
McGrath also missed the last
portion of his sophomore season.
A knee injury forced him to miss
the last six games of 1986. Last
season he tallied 10 points on
four goals and two assists as the
Falcons turned out a 12-5 record.
McGrath, an Akron native,
totaled 20 points on seven goals
and six asssists in his career.
This season, seeing limited action, he had one assist for one
point in nine games.

Suicidal athlete blames steroids
NEW YORK (AP) - Former
South Carolina football player
Tommy Chaikin used bodybuilding anabolic steroids for three
Sears and says they drove him
) violence and nearly to suicide
before last year's Clemson
game, according to this week's
issue of Sports Illustrated.
"I was sitting in my room at
the Roost, the athletic dorm at
the University of South Carolina, with the barrel of a loaded
.357 Magnum pressed under my
chin," the story, written by
Chaikin and Si's Rick Telander,
begins.
"My finger twitched on the
trigger. I was in bad shape, very
bad shape. From the steroids. It
had all come down from the
steroids, the crap I'd taken to
get big and strong and aggres-

sive so I could play this game
that I love."
Chaikin said he had been
having "anxiety attacks" for
five months and said they had
become "so intense that I
couldn't stand them anymore.
I'd lost control of everything.
"I was definitely going crazy,
but not in a wild way.... I knew I
was history — it was lust a matter of time. I thought about the
explosion and the bullet, about
how it could take away this
pain."
Chaikin, a 6-foot-l, 250-pound
defensive lineman from Bethesda, Md., lettered in 1984-54-7
after redshirting in 1983. He said
he didn't pull the trigger because his father, who had flown
to Columbia, S.C., for the game,

Spikers victorious
The Bowling Green volleyball team won their second
match in three attempts
Tuesday night when they beat
Wright State three games to
one.
BG dropped the first game
13-15, but responded with
three straight wins by a
scores of 15-6,15-9 and 15-10.

The win moves the Falcons
record to 8-11 while Wright
State drops to 17-10.
The next match for the
Sikers will be Friday when
;y take travel to Western
Michigan to take on the Broncos who have won 86 straight
Mid-American Conference
matches.

knocked on the door and took
him to Sibley Memorial Hospital
in Washington, D.C.
In the waiting room, Chaikin
said he "started to have spasms.
My body was having a reaction
to Stelazine, the drug that a psychiatrist had prescribed for me
a few weeks earlier when I'd
first come home from South
Carolina to get some professional help."
Chaikin said that "suicide was
always on my mind. Suicide and
football."
Coach Joe Morrison, who took
over the South Carolina program in 1983, refused comment
on the story. "Coach Joe Morrison does not plan to have any
comment on the story tonight/'
sports information director
Kerry Tharp said.

Chaikin weighed 185 when he
first played football as a junior
in high school. He said he built
himself up to 200 pounds as a
senior by lifting weights.
As a freshman at South Carolina, he "held a dummy for the
scout team and got knocked
around all fall.... Already guys
had asked me if I wanted to take
steroids — they called the stuff
"juice" — so I could beef up and
fight back."

represent Ohio
by Matt Schroder
•ports reporter

Nine of Bowling Green's rugby club's best players will be
participating in a select side tournament in Indianapolis on
Saturday afternoon.
The players are chosen from schools all over Ohio, and they
will be competing against other colleges from throughout the
Midwest
All of the teams that participated in the Ohio Championship
two weeks ago were being watched by a group of roving seteetors, including BG's Roger Mazzarella, who were ultimately
responsible for agreeing upon 24 ruggers to represent Ohio in
the tournament.
The men from Bowling Green who will play in the game include Dallas Black, Al Caserta, Kyle Fulmer, Todd Haitz, Lohn
Lonsert, Mark Manning, Dan Martello, Gus Saponari, and Jim
Williams.
Teammates for the BG ruggers will come from Ohio State,
Kent State, Miami University, and the University of Cincinnati.
"I'm looking forward to it (the tournament) because well
get to play with some of the best players in our region instead
of against them," said Dan MarteDo.
In addition to just representing Ohio, the ruggers who will be
in Indianapolis on Saturday will be looked at by scouts from the
committee that choose candidates for Ail-American honors.
Should one of BG's ruggers be chosen by one of these scouts, he
would be asked to firsttry out for the All- American team.
Mazzarella said, "Being chosen for the 24 man squad in Indianapolis was the first step towards being an Ail-American.
The second step is to do well in the tournament"
However, this tournament has other purposes as well.
"These games will offer us a higher level of regby," Saponari explains. "The end result is to get our international team
stronger. Few, if any of us will ever play internationally, but
this gives the good players a chance to really show what they
can do," he added.
The nine BG ruggers will join their temporary teammates on
Friday in Indianator a practice session before play begins on
Saturday afternoon.

Large 1 - Item Pizza

° $4.25
only at

THE WASH HOUSE
24 HR. COIN-OP LAUNDROMAT
250 N. Main - 1 block No. of Howard's
VISIT OUR DAIRY DEPOT & TANNING CENTER

REGGAE

In House Only

PARTY

PR€S€NT VOUR BGSU I.D.
RND R€CI€V€:
- FRC-6 ADMISSION
- LUNCH ON US
- RAFFL6 TICKCT GOOD
FOR MAJOR PRIZCS.
INCLUDING TRIP
TO FLORIDAI

Saturday Oct. 22
9 p.m., NE Commons
with
Stann Champion
and Roots Rock Society
from Chicago

SPAGHETTI

Fxi
xpires 10/20/88

STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY
Saturday at Perry Field!

* Harambee-Oneness-Unity*

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Mark's
Pizza Pub

Sponsored by Caribbean Association
with ECAP, BSU, LSU, TWGA, BBCA, APA, WSA, WFW,
PSO, UAO, AND Ethnic Studies.

J TAKE A FREE RIDL
A shuttle bus will circulate
throughout the campus
area beginning at 11:45
a.m. Saturday to take
students to and trom the
game

•Everyone Welcome*
*A free non-alcoholic event*
Contributions for the victims of Hurricane Gilbert in
Jamaica are encouraged Call 354-2725.

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD J
TONIGHT 4:30-7:00
*4.00
THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. dally

3 0WLING

GREECi

X = Drop-ott
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— = Shuttle Route
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HOWARD'S elub H
210 \. MAIN

STATE

UNIVERSITY
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NO COVKR

Art Griswald & the Organics
Wednesday, October 19

GLASS CITY
ALL STARS
Thursday thru Saturday,
October 20-22
• Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant
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EXTRA THICK CRUST
EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE
(JUST ASK WHEN ORDERING!

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green
Fast, Free Delivery

353-0044
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Marco's Triple Deal
3(10') PIZZAS
25
CHEESE & 1 Item
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Classifieds
ATTENTION RESIDENCE HALLS,
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES:
Win • talhjelt party tor yew
entire unit |utt by having the
highest attendance ptecentsoe at
STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY"
Sal.. Oct. 22 Football Falcons fa.
Youngatown Stata - FREE ADMISSION

PERSONALS

ATTENTION GREAT SUBS « MUSIC
IN A COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
SAM Be HAPPY HOURS
4-6PM
9-10PM
Downtown BG 111 46 N Main SI

'

Tim Blake. Jay Oebney. Oak) Cumey.
PeteGoedde. Steve Hetges. Carmen Lubrano.
Jim Papp. Steve Lemaaters,
Jejaon Pachtrdtuti. Tim Watch
WE'RE READY FOR YOU-ARE YOU
READY FOR US...?

• • • Pi Phi MKhele Kunka ■ ■ •
Get reedy lor "Little Hunt"
Newe to Foaow

ATTN ALPHA GAMS
ALPHA GAMS
ALPHA GAMS
BE AT THE HOUSE
TOMORROW. THURS „ AT 7.001
MORE INFO IN TOMORROWS NEWS

Best ol luck to the Flying Teem et Regional
Competition In Cokimbua thla weekend.
We've practiced a long time tor this, let's
meke It to Nstlonelsni
Jules

Be en Orientation leader"
Loom Leedershtp Skate and Meet New People
Applications available at
405 Student Services
Due by Oct. 19-5PM

•O.S.E.A MEETING*
WED.OCT.1STH»:00PM11S EDUC.
SPEAKER: MADILYN MANAHAN-PAST EXPERIENCES AS A TEACHER AND PROBLEM
OF ILLITERACY.

CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION EVENT
Reggae with Chicago's Roots Rock Society
Sal Oct 22.9 PM. NE Commons
•Hafembee--Cneneaa-Unlty Party'
Co sponsored by ECAP. BSU, TWGA. BBCA.
LSU PSO APA.WSA and Ethnic Studies Dept
" Everyone Welcome "

•O.S.E.A. MEETING'
WED. OCT. 1 »lh. 8 00 PM, 11S ED
SPEAKER MADILYN MANAHAN - PAST
EXPERIENCES AS A TEACHER AND PROBLEM OF ILLITERACY

Orab your boola, grab youc hal
DO KIDNAP Is where it's.tin

Penhel Supports Atoohol Awareness
Wedneedey Oct. 10 Mocktal Conteel
122 PM m Bookstore Forum
ThumdayOct 20MoonlightMedneee
Softbal Tournament 11 PM-1 AM
at Intrsmursl tietds

OREEK LIFE MOCKTAIL CONTEST
Alcohol Awareness'
GREEK LIFE MOCKTAl CONTEST
GREEK LIFE MOCKTAIL CONTEST
Alcohol Awareness'
GREEK LIFE MOCKTAIL CONTEST
Happy Birthday GRANT'
We Wuv Yal Terror and Moe

ATTENTION:

• AOPI " AOPI " AOPl *
The Pi Phis would eke to wish you the beet ol
luck with Rush1

One male roommate needed lo sublease apt
on 8th and High Greet Deal' Corned Jkn or
Dan. 354 7111

Grab your boots, grab your hat
DG KIONAP la where H'e atlll

ATTENTION GREEKS
Appecahona lor Spring Scholarship Desserts
Committee are available in 425 Student Sorvtcee1

>

Grab youc boota, grab your hal
DO KIDNAP la where It's still

Grab your boota, grab your hat
DO KIDNAP ll where N'eetlll

ATTENTION SENrOMIII
Nominations are now being eccepted tor
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI
CAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Application lorme are now available m Office ol
Student Acts-Bee and Orientation Room 405 ot
the Student Services BuikSng OeedHne: Monday October 24 by 5:00 PM
Nominate yourself or e trtendl

THE WAVE
136andsnsrlE Court
.i-i.i
if
' '
353-WAVE
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HSA presents COFFEE HOUSE on Wed . Oct
10 from 7.00-10:00 pm In the Honors Center.
Free and open to el
For a fun tiled evening with music, humorous
skits poetry and singing performed by students, oome to the Honors Center In Krerecher
Quads on Oct 10at 7:00PM
ILovemyPhlMuLHtle.il!
TMADCGENNARO
PATTY HAM AN I
DAWN 8TIBRNY
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 17,1988 COMMENCEMENT CEREMON
IES, YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
BE PLACED BY NOVEMBER 4. 1988
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN, YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE
INTERCOLLEGIATE MOCK TRIAL TEAM
Information Meeting: Oct 19th
9 00 112BA
Can Dr Dennis DiMarzto at 2-8892 lor more
MO

'SIGMA NU ' SIGMA NU •
WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
TOPIC WHAT TOOK SO LONG?
QUOTE FIND SOMETHING YOU UKE
WHERE IS SHE'
MEETING 10.00 AT MARK'S
•SIGMA NU'SIGMA NU'

EVERYONE WELCOMEIII

Chi Omega Welcomes AOTT
CONGRATULATIONS TO SHANNON FIRSDON
AN0 TOM HtCKMAN ON THEIR ALPHA XI DELTA • SIGMA CHI LAVAUERING
LOVE. THE SISTERS OF ALPHA XI DELTA

'SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight 070 Overmen 7:30 PM
Things 10 remember First payment tor Veil, due
now"i. T-shirts end hats on sale, weekeed bios
signups beginning, get reedy lo eel thott'rafHe tickets and. bring a friend! More into at the
meeting1
Ski Ys There

Congratuletions to Shannon Wise and Ken Watdron on their Chi Omega-Kappa Sigma leveller
ng
Love. The Sisters ol Chi Omega
Doug,
Thanx for a great lime et the KD dete party
Luv, Suzle

AAW
"CONSEQUENCES OF DRINKING III
A MEDICAL PERSEPECTIVE"
1 00-2 OOPM
OCSC

Foaow the Falcons on BG s Sports LEADER
LIVE MAC Football Actlone Seturdey
YoungetownSt VS Bowing Green
1 00 Anheuser-Busch Pregame Show 1:30

paten*

INTRAMURAL WRESTLING OFFICIALS AND
SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED PICK UP REFERRAL AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND APPLY
BY OCT 24 IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
JOE, I'D LOVE TO 00 TO FRANK'S PLACE
WITH YOU. TRICIA
JOE. I'D LOVE TO GO TO FRANK'S PLACE
WITH YOU. TRICIA
JOE, I'D LOVE TO GO TO FRANK'S PLACE
WITH YOU. TRICIA
JOE, I'D LOVE TO GO TO FRANK'S PLACE
WITH YOU. TRICIA
KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SIGS
A New Beginning to an
Old
Tradition
KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SKJS KAPPA SrGS

M.I FM WBQU

AAW
'CONSEQUENCES OF DRINKING II
A LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSPECTIVE"
1200 NOON- 1 OOPM
OCSC

FREE BEERI
WONT BE AVAILABLE BUT THE CHANCE
TO GET INVOLVED IN ONE OF THE MOST
HIGHLY RESPECTED CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS WILL BE' LEARN HOW YOU CAN BECOME A VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDE FOR
PREVIEW DAY BY ATTENDING AN INFORMA
TIONAL MEETING TO BE HELD IN McFALL
ASSEMBLY ROOM TOMORROW. OCTOBER
20THFROM5 00-7 00 SEE YOU THERE1

AAW
CONSEQUENCES OF DRINKING I
A BEHAVIORAL PERSPECTIVE"
11 00 em lot 2:00 Noon
OCSC
AAW
Addiction. Co-Dependency
and Recovery AFeclol Life"
7 00- 9 OOPM
Prout Hal Main Lounge

From flyers and lorms to newsletters and letterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper! See us for a* your TYPESETTING
NEEDS'Kinkos354-3977

AGO' LIL' LAURA GREEN "AGO
Cong/atusMiont on your peering to Michael
We were so excited when you blew out that
candle'We luvya!
Love. Big Oevdre & twin Janet

Grab your boots, grab your net
DG KIDNAP Is where It'satlll
Grab your boota, grab your hat
DO KIDNAP Is whsrs Its at!"
Grab your boots, grab your hst
DG KIDNAP Is where H'aatlll

ALPHA XI DELTA WOULD
UKE TO WISH ALPHA
OMICRON PI THE BEST
OF LUCK WITH RUSH

Grab your boots, grab your hst
DO KIDNAP Is where It'satlll
Grab your boots, grab your hat
DO KIONAP Is where It'eetlll

ALPHA XI DELTA
SUPPORTS ALCOHOL AWARENESS
WEEK

Grab your boota, grab your hat
DG KIDNAP la where He atlll

KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SrGS
A New Beginning to an
Ok)
Tradition
KAPPA SKJS KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SrGS
KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SIGS KAPPA SIGS
A New Beginning to an
Old
TradWon
KAPPA SrGS KAPPA SrGS KAPPA SIGS
KKQ • Carts Caeey ' KKO
I'm so excited that you are my Big and to have a
twin too' Your LI loves you end thinks you're
Ihegreetest
Love, UKety

Mlksl Kouietos
Thenks for the greet lime et JsHXeek' Never
forget Ihe Jackson Five or my amp candle!
Thanks again, hont
Love you,
S
No I Pledge Mike Palmer
Thank you lor making my weekend at O.U.
possible You're 21, end you're the best!!

DAVID HARRIS
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ToTiAV, FEEDBACK?

tJlLL*. t*H FAVORITE
TiAceibTHikin...

I'VE

OTA

I

QUESTION- ON
TOE T0P1C Of
-^TiMOkJ.STEEV.
,,
l ^%i>>Rr/""w''v"tvv

a IT-WAT-WE
WAITRESS ALWAYS AWS
If 6JEBYTH111C, 15 At■RkJrlT, WHCH r VtME
KW MOUTH fuu?

The Countdown Hee Begun....
""SPEAKEASY
SPEAKEASY""
Do You Know the Password?
The Honors Student Assocletlon is sponsoring
Coffee House N't free with Ive entertainment,
munchlea and open to H On Oct 10 from
7-00-10:00 pm In the Honora Center. H
anyone • Interested m participating in Ms talent
show, pints cat Joan Hoffman (2-6770) or go
to the Honora Office
TONfTE. RAO RADIO HITS THE AIRWAVESI
WILL SENATOR OUAYLE SING HIS SONG?
WILL ALF BE THROWN INTO A MICROWAVE
OVEN?
AND WILL CRAKJ HEROERT CHANGE THE
NAME
OF 'I READ THE NEWS TODAY' TO
•I SNIFFED SOME GLUE TODAY1?
TUNE IN TONIGHT AND FIND OUT
10 pm ON BOWLING GREEN'S BEST-KEPT

SECRECT
WBQU S.1 FM
TONITE, RAO RADIO HITS THE AIRWAVESI
WILL SENATOR OUAYLE SING HIS SONG?
WILL ALF BE THROWN INTO A MICROWAVE
OVENT
AND WILL CRAIO HEROERT CHANGE THE
NAME OF
'I READ THE NEWS TODAY' TO
'I SNIFFED SOME GLUE TOOAY'T
TUNE IN TONHJHT AND FIND OUT
10 pm ON BOWLING GREEN'S BEST KEPT
SECRET
WBQU tt.1 FM
TUTORING BaaK Math Through Calculus
Chemistry and Ptiyelce-Ce*hurat Learning
Center 874-3349
WANTED:
ELVIRA LOOK-ALIKE FOR HOSTESS OF HALLOWEEN DINNER OCT 31. 4-8 15 AT COMMONS CONTACT SCOTT AT 2-7939 9-6
M.W.F. 0-11 TS THURS FOR DETAILS

WANTED

\

1 female roommate to autkeoto nice, big
eportment. Short 1 an a half brook walk from
campus $132 60 per month pars gee only
Call Petti anytime after 5 PM at 53-2287 or
2373
Female roommate needed lor Spring
Close lo Campus--$130 a month
Cat 363-7800 AFTER 6 PM
rm graduating Yah'
But. I need e lemata to take over my lease lor
spring semester Great location on Wooater
Large house wNh own bedroom
Cell
352-9221
Responsible rmls to sublease 2 bdrni. apt
Very dote to camput, $390 a mo. utl md. except elec Pieeee Cel 3636257

A good wey to eem money lor the upcoming
holiday season Highly motivsted energetic indMduale to M waiter, waitress, floor walker end
cashier positions at high energy mggtckib- csr
pooing available Good way to eem extra
money Apply at Buttons Tues thru Sun attar
8:30 PM

Get Your Foot al the Doorl PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the mtervlevre
Don't take chances on less WE DO IT RIGHT'
Kinkos 354-3977
Help Wanted Bartending, waiter waitress a
floor wetter positions are avaHble at ToeHo'B
only FUNORWKERY Only tun 1 excltmg people need apply w person tl Henry J't
Wed SUn after 8 PM at '532 S Byrne. Glen
byme Shopping Center.

i/5™^
1

cinema

354 -0558

OPENING!!!

Jrankis
<2lau
Friday, October 21
9pm -1 am
Featuring Live Entertainment by
Don Coats
"The Paul Schaeffer of Toledo"
• NO cover charge • fun food •
• located in Prout Cafeteria •

FOR SALE
10«10 rug: $30: Round lomvce table. $30.
Portable Intercom Sys'-sm, $40. Recaner, $76:
Uphotaterod Rocket. $40. 354-1671
1972 PONTIAC CATAUNA lor tats
StU Runs Greet
Beel otter Call 372-5063
1980 Honda Accord
Greet school car
Beet offer 353-3358
20 electroplate gold rope cheln. $80: Cdeco
vision video game ayslem with 4 gemee. $66:
Camera Tripod. $40 Cel372-1254
3 piece sectlonel couch Good condition. Make
offer 362 0302 or 823 1108
70 Honda Accord. Auto, very good condition
$950 Pel 353-2344
CAPTURE THOSE PRICELESS MOMENTS ON
VIDEO. SeeYig JVC Compact AF Video
Camera with wide and telephoto leneee. video
Ight and lots of accessories Musi set-best
offer Ca*)SJ4822
CHANCE OF A LIFETIME BUY
Smelleke and land with e
multitude of treee for your
specious new home Quick sccess
loRt 25 and 1-7 5
Cat Virginia Waltz 354-2521
Bivma Reel Estate 352-5122

FOR SALE
'75 CHEVY MALIBU V 8 350
4-BAnREL RUNS WELL. ASKING $450 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 352-5262
Good Used Couches end Recaner Chairs
$10 each Cel Ken at 353-5848
HOME STEREO SPEAKERS
SYNERGISTICS MODEL S-53 TOWER
SPEAKERS
FOUR 3 INCH TWEETERS S ONE 6 INCH MlDRANGE
PER SPEAKER. 100 WATTS. KICK OUT
SWITCH EX COND $150 00 FOR THE
PAIR
CALL 354-2088 AFTER 5:00 PM
Ultra-strength systems, smlnoe 1000 etc. Beet
price m town. VkUt O'a Herbe > Vriamina 168 S
Meln, 353-0005

FOR RENT

• 'One female roommste lo sublease lor spring
semester Cal Elaine 353-6059

u*oc<*andmol

|

^^

Tammy Lyn
The week Is eanosl completed.
Just one more exam to go,
So pieeee don't feel detested.
Beceuee your roommste loves you sol
Love. Puppy

WHY

So wttAT WILLTUE TOWC
of OUR Qoesruxs Be

SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTER-ESCORT
Energetic person. M-F. to take signups for our
FLORIDA tours We furnish si msleneH for a
suceeetui promotion Good PAY and FUN Cel
CAMPUS MARKETING at 1 -800-777 2270

SHOW YOUR WE CARE t»waTT
BE AN OPJENTATION LEADER
APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER IS
405 STUDENT SERVICES

HELP WANTED
KKQ ' MoHy McQaough ' KKO
I'm so happy to torn the family and go be your
Grand! I'm looking lorward lo the greet tlmea
ahead'
love. Grande! Kely

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr
round,
Europe. S. Amer . Australia. Aaia el liektt
tOOO 2000 a mo Sightseeing, tree info Wnte
UC. PO Bon 52-OH03 Coronado Del Mar, CA
92825

GORILLAS IN
THE MIST PG 13
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15 "

i GREAT OUTDOORS
EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

COCKTAIL
EVENINGS 7009.35

AUEN NATION P.
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45

706 Second St. Apt A
2bdrmfurn apt available immediately
Cat John Newlove Real Estate
354-2280
DOWNTOWN ONE BEDROOM APT AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY CALL LORI353-1408
Female lo share 1 large bedroom. $140 e
month plus alec 353-5281 early AM or We
PM
For Rent available Immedletery. 2 bdm apt
$300 per mo Ind el utilities except ekac. very
dose 10 campus Cel 353 6350 evee

"AdCHib"
Wedneedey. October 19.1988
7 30 PM Attembty Room ol McFel Ctr
Speeker Glenn McDeniel-Aeroqulp Corporation "A Look at Industrial Advertising''
Remember 7:00 at Unlveralty He* tor Club
Photo
REAGAN'S IV, TOWN!
SPEAK OUT AGAINST HIS POLICIES AND
BUSH'S PLANS FOR OUR FUTURE! Meet et
the UCF Center 313 Thuretln It noon today to
go to see Reagan

•••ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM'"
Attention ACM Members:
ACM It meeting tonight ttS:00 PM In 200
Moeeiey. Don't forget about your dues tor this
year T-ehkieeste ere coming!!
•••ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM ACM'"
•O.S.EA. HAYRIDE'
Frl Oct. 21 -8 00 PM
Bring A Friend
Must register at OS E A omce
410Educ orOct lOthmeettng
'O.S.EA MEETING'
WED. OCT. 10th, 8:00 PM, 115 ED
SPEAKER: MADILYN MANAHAN- PAST EXPERIENCES AS A TEACHER ANO PROBLEM
OF ILLITERACY
A PSO and ABee Event
•TUITION CONFERENCE begM'
10 AM Set Oct 22. 115 Education
Keynote: Dr. Manning MarabJe
Workshops Tumon. Financial Aid. end Strategiee lor change fotow
• Tumon Increeeee Threeten Student Rights'

Censer Aenrarwaa Week
Wedneedey. October 10
H«t_ Panel-Mr Bob Tnmper ol May Company
(BG RecruNer) and Ms. Mary Ooneleon of
IttfAJerl
7:30PMIn110BA
AMA
Haunted House
Friday Oct. 21 7 00-11:00 PM
Safcrdey Oct. 22 7.00-11 OOPM
AoMeelononlyt2.sol
ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS:
COME TO THE O S E A WORKSHOP
"A VOYAGE TO NEW HORIZONS
NOV 5 (SAT | 1000 AM 4 15PM
VARSITY OF SPEAKERS ON PROFESSIONAL
ANO PERSONAL TOPICS.
REGISTRATION FROM OCT 3 • OCT. 24
SEA YOU THEM
Attention Al Juniors t Seniors"
OwMcron DeNe Keppe la now eclipsing appttceaonsl Appscsttons can be obtained from
406 Student ServWee t may be returned to the
UAO office. 3rd Noor Unlveralty Union Ontcron
Deaa Kapoa » a nakonel leedership honor sodety and It recognized at one of the Isgheet
honora t University Student can eem Al applications mutt be racetved by Nova—tear 4. to
Appfyttcw'

We're he.leg e meeUngl

EVENINGS 6:509:20

GRADUATE STUDENTS
GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN FOR THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES GHAO STUDENT REP
POSITION DEADLINE 21 OCT 5 PM CALL
OSS AT 372 2426 FOR DETAILS
INTERCOLLEGIATE MOCK TRIAL TEAM
Inlorrnebonal Meeting Oct 19th
0 00- 112BA
Cel Or Denme DIMarzio at 2-8892 lor more
Into
EVERYONE WELCOMEIII
LUTHERAN VOLUTNEER CORPS VISIT
The Lutheran Volunteer Corps Is e one yeer
service commitment to Ihe ideals ol social xis
Hoe. Intenbonel Chnshsn «—arvjnrty. and sving
a more simoWied Mestyle Volunteers ere
placed et hat-time Meff m Inner city agendas
which need the toft but ere uneMe to pay aaav
•s lor the work needed to be done Living a*
peneee plus e amsfl stipend are provided lor
each volunteer. A representative w* be on
cempue October 24 Conlect the Plecement
Office end-or the UCF Centei 352-7534 for
more deltas
MANAGEMENT CAREER DAY
Monday.Oct 24. 1088
1.00-5.00 PM m the
Community Suite. Union
Meet employers and leem about
Opportunities avaeable lor YOU
NOMINATIONS a APPUCATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR GRADUATE STUDENT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES REPRESENTATIVES
CALL OSS AT 372-2426
O-Phl-A OPhl-A OPhl-A
Omega Phi Alphe. the Nationel Service Sorority,
la sponsoring e ROLLAWAY lor Ihe Amorlcen
Cancer Society on Seturdey. Oct 22 et g:00
AM. Donatlone lor thra event we be taken on
Thursday Oct 20 from 10:00 IB 3 00 m the
Union Foyer. Any support would be eppredeted
OPhl-A 04>hl-A 04-N-A

REGGAE' REGGAE!
• Chicago's Roots Rock Sodety •
Sat, Oct 22, 0 PM, NE Commons
• IHaramtirre-Clneneee-Unlty Petty'
' Caribbean Aeeoc event, end by
ECAP, BGU. TWGA. BBCA. LSU. PSO.
APA, WSA and Ethnic Studies *
* Everyone Welcome *

SHALOMI
The Urtt Bagel Brunch
of the yeer. sponsored by
The Jewish Students Group
Sunday 10'23 et 1030 am
In DM Faculty Lounge ol the Union
lor Info cel 354-8420
The Greet Pecmsts Flm Series continues!
Tonight: Thomas Merlon
A brief lecture by Dr. Jeanne LeFrehvre from
Sienna Heights Cosege fotowed by a one hour
documentary on Merlon
8PM. 615 Life Sciences
Tune In to Bowing Green's Sports Leader
Ft! « Set lor UVE CCHA Hockey .
Bowing Green VS Ohio St
7:25 on 0S.1FM WBQU
Visit KUnger'e hengoullll
Haunted House A Tony Pecko's
Thursday. Oct. 27-S4 for transportation
SKjn up in UAO office. 3rd floor Union
now unta Wedneedey. Oct 28

CAMPUS* CITY EVENTS

Attention: BG Circle K
Both pteetone 4 Mereeted membera

PUNCHLINE

OOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
MEMBERS
MEETING TONIGHT
BA102. 7.30-800 PM
REFRESHMENTS SERVED1

Wed , Oct. 10 (todsyll
10SBA.O:00
Foaow the Falcone on BG a Sports LEADER
UVE MAC FooSOal Action Seturdey
Youngetown St VS Bowing Green
1:00 AnheueerBuech Pregame Show 1.30
Klckoff
MIFMWBGU

"Student Appreciation Day"
Seturdey, October 22
BGSU vs. Youngstown Stele
FREE Admission, hotdog 1 pop at
the lootba II game tor all Unlveralty
students! Pkit chencee to win gifts
from local merchants and a
trfpkx2toFlortdel
STUDENTS: Return your appreciation
to trie community by bringing with
you to the game s csnned or boxed
food Item to be distributed to
hungry lemlltee In Wood County.

LOST & FOUND
LOST. 2 gold rings left In 1st floor reetroom
ol Ubrary Wed Oct 12 Pleete return lo
Rachel 403 Treadway or call
3720 5928-no wuqueetlons asked-extreme senbmenial __s
LOST: Grey daily planner notebook end bare
Shy IWcrodlak--k)et In BA lounge. Rewerd
ottered Cel Met! at 352 9299

SERVICES OFFERED

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
•18.00
UnlOrapMca
2ft We«t ret* $72-7410

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Cbolce
Center for Choice N
Toledo. OH 266-7760
For al your typing neede
A-z Debt Center

362-6042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al you shipping neede
Federal Expreet, U P.8.
A-Z DATA CENTER JS2-S042
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU ANO YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR kNFO.
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS ANO
SUPPORTTVE SERVICES

